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Illustrating our creative 
platform of Different 
Perspectives = A Different 
World, perspective shapes 
communicate two different 
perspectives, one impacted 
by the other. 

There is an implied depth to these 
forms; an inherent perspective; that 
suggests we go beyond the surface 
to look deeply at what is before us.
Our perspective shapes are a 
unique and flexible device creating 
a powerful point of distinction in 
our communications. 

Perspective shapes
 

Two perspectives Call out 
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For applications
up to 2:1 in size
(7% of shortest edge)
e.g. A-formats, 
square format

For applications 
greater than 2:1 but 
less than 5:1 in size
(10% of shortest edge)
e.g. DL format,
banners, supersite 
billboards

For applications 
greater than 5:1 in size 
(15% of shortest edge)
e.g. Leaderboard
digital banners

7%

10%

7%

10%

15%
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eq

eqeq
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eq
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USES

Two perspectives shapes can be 
used full bleed to house two colours,  
colour and an imagery, colour only 
or imagery only.
Where they contain colours, they 
usually form a holding shape for 
headlines. Where they house imagery 
only, they are generally used to 
juxtapose two different images. They 
may also be joined as a mask for a 
single image. It should never be used 
in conjuction with the call out shapes.

SCALING

 Scale for format
 When scaling the two perspectives 

shapes, first select the format of 
your application to determine 
the scaling principle. The 
scaling principle refers to the 
percentage of the short edge of an 
application that is occupied by the 
white negative space of the two 
perspectives shapes. 

 Ensure the two perspectives 
shapes are positioned in the 
middle of the application. Scale 
the two perspective shapes so the 
white negative space occupies the 
specified percentage of the short 
edge of the application. Ensure you 
‘Snap to Point’ for accurate scaling.

3. Fit to application
 Contract or extend (do not scale) 

the outer edge of the shapes to 
fit the application. 

HOUSING THE BRANDMARK

The two shapes may be flipped 
horizontally and vertically dependent 
on the location of the brandmark. The 
brandmark should always be reversed 
out of Purple and, to avoid visual 
complexity, should never appear next 
to an area of white negative space. 
NOTE: The Perspective Shapes are 
available as artwork files. Never attempt to 
recreate them. See the Artwork section for 
further details.

Perspective shapes
Usage principles
Two perspectives
Full bleed

acu.edu.au

 The world 
 changes the
 way you see.

Change 
the way 
you see 

the world.

True success lies in helping others succeed. 
Discover how seeing life through another’s eyes 
empowers you to make a career of change.

acu.edu.au

Change the way 
you see the world.
The world changes
the way you see.

Two colours

Colour only

Colour and imagery

USES

1

2

SCALING HOUSING THE BRANDMARK

Single image

Two images
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Scale for format1

eq

eq

eq

eq

7% (x)

7% (x)

10% (x)

10% (x)

For applications
up to 2:1 in size
(7% of shortest edge)
e.g. A-formats, 
square format

For applications 
greater than 2:1 but
less than 5:1 in size
(10% of shortest edge)
e.g. DL format,
banners, supersite 
billboards

Extend or contract to size
Standard size

2

 
Extra height

4x

6.5x

6.5x

x

4xx

4xx

4xx

4xx

4xx

5.5x

5.5x

6.5x

6.5x

 
Square size

 
Extra height and width

4xx

7.5x

7.5x

4xx

7.5x

7.5x

9x
max. 1/2 of

the longest edge

x

7x
max. 1/3 of

the longest edge

x

4xx

4x

4x

4x

4x

4x

x

4x

4x

4xx

4xx

4x

4x Right aligned

Left aligned
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USES

Two perspectives shapes can 
be used as headline device.  

SCALING

Scale for format
 When scaling the two perspectives 

shapes, first select the format of 
your application to determine 
the scaling principle. The scaling 
principle refers to the percentage 

 of the short edge of an application 
that is occupied by the white 
negative space of the two 
perspectives shapes. 

 Ensure the two perspectives 
shapes are positioned in the 
middle of the application. Scale 
the two perspective shapes so the 
white negative space occupies the 
specified percentage of the short 
edge of the application. Ensure you 
‘Snap to Point’ for accurate scaling.

Extend or contract to size
 Extend or contract (do not scale) 

the top and bottom edges of the 
shapes to the standard height.

 The shapes may be further 
extended to allow for extra text or 
further contracted to place greater 
emphasis on imagery. 

HOUSING THE BRANDMARK

Standard sized, extra height and 
square sized headline devices may be 
flipped horizontally to appear on either 

side of the application. The brandmark 
should always be reversed out of 
Purple. It is horizontally centred in 
the headline device and, in the case 
of the standard and extra height 
headline devices, base aligned. 
The extra height and width headline 
devices should appear right aligned 
only in the application. The brandmark 
appears bottom right.
NOTE: The Perspective Shapes are 
available as artwork files. Never attempt to 
recreate them. See the Artwork section for 
further details.

Perspective shapes
Usage principles
Two perspectives
Headline device

USES

 

1

2

SCALING HOUSING THE BRANDMARK
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For applications
up to 2:1 in size
(x = 7% of
shortest edge)
e.g. A-formats, 
square format

For applications 
greater than 2:1 but 
less than 5:1 in size
(x = 10% of
shortest edge)
e.g. DL format,
banners, supersite 
billboards

7% (x)

x

Scale for format1 Extend or contract to size2

x

x

10% (x)

lorem eu
sit amet
officina

consectet

lorem
ipsum sit

officina
dolor et

x

10% (x)

7% (x)

lorem eu
sit amet
officina
consectet

x

2x

l
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2x
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Perspective shapes
Usage principles
Call out

USES

A perspective shape can be used to 
highlight text, usually one sentence 
or phrase within a two-way headline. 
It should never be used in conjuction 
with the two perspectives shapes.

SCALING

Scale for format
 When scaling the call out 

perspective shape, first select the 
format of your application to 

 determine the scaling principle. 
The scaling principle refers to the 
percentage of the short edge of an 
application that is occupied by the 
negative space that sits under the 
‘pointer’ of the call out box.

 Scale the call out perspective shape 
so the negative space occupies the 
specified percentage of the short 
edge of the application. Ensure you 
‘Snap to Point’ for accurate scaling. 
Once scaled, the call out box 

 may be placed anywhere in your 
application. It should never 
be rotated or flipped.

Extend or contract to size
 Extend or contract (do not scale) 

the bottom edge of the shape to 
accommodate text. The call out 
box should only be scaled between 
1:1 and 4:3 ratio.  

 Please be aware that the application 
of call out shape should not exceed 
25% of the overall application size.

TYPOGRAPHY LEGIBILITY

To ensure legibility of typography 
over imagery, the inside of the call out 
box can be filled with a black or white 
transparent layer. Black should be set 
to Multiply mode with reduced opacity 
and white should be set to Normal with 
reduced opacity. Opacities should not 
be set to greater than 60%.
NOTE: The Perspective Shapes are 
available as artwork files. Never attempt to 
recreate them. See the Artwork section for 
further details.

1

2

USES

 
SCALING TYPOGRAPHY LEGIBILITY

It isn’t how 
you look.

acu.edu.au

It’s what 
you see.

Maximum content area
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Truth,  
Academic 
 Excellence,
Service

acu.edu.au

MEN VS WOMEN
Overall, males scored higher on the overall 
militant extremist mindset measures. This 
is mostly because they tend to endorse nasty 
pro-violence statements much more strongly 
than females. Females agree with  the 
excuse statements – particularly those that 
refer to God and divine power – somewhat 
more strongly than males. There are no sex 
differences on grudge.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN 
COUNTRIES
Our measures of militant extremist 
mindset were given to participants 
from nine countries including Eastern 
Europe (Serbia, Slovakia and Belarus), 
the Americas (USA, Guatemala and 
Chile) and Asia (China, South Korea 
and Malaysia).All three Asian countries 
scored higher than the other countries 
on nastiness/pro-violence measures but 
there were important differences on the 
other two ingredients of radicalisation. 
The only Muslim country, Malaysia, was 
also high on grudge and excuse while the 
two Confucian countries scored low and 
were comparable to the rest of the world 
on grudge.

THE PERSONALITY OF 
AMILITANT EXTREMIST
Can we explain radicalisation in terms 
of the well-known psychological 
processes? The answer has to be both ‘yes’ 
for nastiness and excuse and ‘no’ for grudge. 

In general, nastiness or pro-violence is 
not different from the well-known anti-
social attitudes – that is states of mind 
and feelings toward a specific object or 
social interaction – such as dogmatism, 
Machiavellianism or authoritarianism. 
Convicted criminals are known to score 
high on these dispositions. Similarly, in 
many of its varieties excuse is linked to 
religiosity that is often used to justify 
violence. 

Grudge, however, has only a weak 
relationship to psychoticism and can be 
claimed to represent a new psychological 
construct. It has to do with a feeling of 
dissatisfaction with one’s living conditions 
and with blaming others for having to 
endure a miserable life. 

Grudge is also weakly related to a 
measureof social cynicism or the feeling 
that the institutions within an individual’s 
society are not functioning well.

LIKELY INTERVENTION?

Since it is known that nastiness is hard to 
change, and trying to change religiosity 
(an important component of excuse) 
would be hard to justify, the best chance 
we may have in our efforts to counter 
radicalisation is by focusing on grudge.

Education and media can be used to show 
that we cannot place all blame on others, 
and that life is good and worth living. 

The world looks vile only because our 
cognitive capacity is not strong enough to 
allow us to comprehend and accept that 
social interactions in other societies have 
evolved in different ways from our own, 
but they are not necessarily threatening 
to our existence. We are afraid of the 
unknown and when we get to know our 
‘enemy’ better, some of the fears are likely 
to disappear. Our work has shown that in 
terms of our psychological makeup, the 
differences between people living in most 
human societies are comparatively small. 
These differences loom large only when 
we focus on the norms and attitudes – the 
areas where psychology meets sociology.

In other words, psychologically we are 
pretty much the same and cross-cultural 
differences are largely in terms of how we 
choose to organise our social lives.

“In other words, 
psychologically 
we are pretty much 
the same and cross-
cultural differences 
are largely in terms  
of how we choose  
to organise our  
social lives.”

MEN VS WOMEN
Overall, males scored higher on the overall
militant extremist mindset measures. This 
is mostly because they tend to endorse nasty 
pro-violence statements much more strongly 
than females. Females agree with  the 
excuse statements – particularly those that 
refer to God and divine power – somewhat
more strongly than males. There are no sex
differences on grudge.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEEN 
COUNTRIES
Our measures of militant extremist 
mindset were given to participants 
from nine countries including Eastern
Europe (Serbia, Slovakia and Belarus), 
the Americas (USA, Guatemala and
Chile) and Asia (China, South Korea 
and Malaysia).All three Asian countries 
scored higher than the other countries
on nastiness/pro-violence measures but 
there were important differences on the 
other two ingredients of radicalisation. 
The only Muslim country, Malaysia, was 
also high on grudge and excuse while the
two Confucian countries scored low and
were comparable to the rest of the world
on grudge.

THE PERSONALITY OF 
AMILITANT EXTREMISTT
Can we explain radicalisation in terms
of the well-known psychological 
processes? The answer has to be both ‘yes’
for nastiness and excuse and ‘no’ for grudge.

In genneral, nastiness or pro-violence is 
not difffferent from the well-known anti-
social attitudes – that is states of mind 
and feelings toward a specific object or 
social interaction – such as dogmatism,
Machiiavellianism or authoritarianism.
Conviccted criminals are known to score 
high oon these dispositions. Similarly, in 
many oof its varieties excuse is linked to 
religioosity that is often used to justify 
violencce. 

Grudgge, however, has only a weak 
relatioonship to psychoticism and can be 
claimeed to represent a new psychological 
constrruct. It has to do with a feeling of 
dissatiisfaction with one’s living conditions 
and wiith blaming others for having to 
enduree a miserable life.

Grudgge is also weakly related to a 
measuureof social cynicism or the feeling
that thhe institutions within an individual’s 
societyy are not functioning well.

LIKELY INTERVENTION?

Since iit is known that nastiness is hard to 
changee, and trying to change religiosity 
(an immportant component of excuse) 
would be hard to justify, the best chance 
we maay have in our efforts to counter
radicaalisation is by focusing on grudge.

Educaation and media can be used to show 
that wwe cannot place all blame on others,
and thhat life is good and worth living.
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Proud to be the Gold Sponsor of
the 2016 ASEACCU Conference 

Providing educational 
opportunities, designed 
specifically for those working 
within the Catholic community.
ACU’s cirriculum spans professional 
development courses, through to higher 
degree qualifications and is backed by 
robust scholarship and demonstrated 
research excellence.
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“You yourself will remain 
unscathed with His 
faithfulness for shield  
and buckler” 
Psalm 91, The Jerusalem Bible

The ACU brandmark is made up a 
shield symbol, the ACU wordmark 
and the ‘Australian Catholic 
University’ wording. The shield 
houses the cross; the symbol par 
excellence of the Church; within a 
lozenge shape symbolic of rectitude 
and strength. The Trinity, a 
fundamental doctrine, is reflected in 
the trefoils on the ends of the three 
segments of the pointed cross.

Brandmark

My View
With increasing 
reports of young 
Australians being 
drawn to Islamic 
State, Professor 
Lazar Stankov from 
ACU’s Institute for 
Positive Psychology 
and Education takes 
a look at the causes  
of radicalisation. 

as captured by strong endorsement of 
statements approving of violent acts, such 
as “if violence does not solve problems, it is 
because there was not enough of it” or “our 
enemy’s children are like scorpions – they 
need to be squashed before they grow up.”

The second is grudge, which can take 
two forms. One is a direct reference to 
the ‘west’, shown in statements such as 
“terrorism in the form of unfair torture 
and execution without trial is carried 
out daily by many western countries”. 
Another manifestation of grudge is a more 
generalised belief that the present-day 
world is vile and miserable.

there are several forms of excuse, a 

people’s own mind of nasty and violent 
acts. In some cases it is with reference to a 
God or divine power, while in other cases 
it is simply a belief in a just cause – such as 
“martyrdom is an act of a true believer in 
the cause, not an act of terrorism.”

These three components of the militant 

of the general population, not among those 
who might have committed or are about to 
commit terrorist acts. The assumption is 
that mental illness is not the main causal 
factor in terrorism even though signs 
of malfunction may be present in some 
instances. Although we as individuals 

with such statements, general patterns of 

Commonly asked questions refer to issues 

on some wellknown psychological traits. 
For example, are introverts disposed to 
score higher on grudge than extroverts?

MOST PEOPLE 
ARE NOT NASTY
Before addressing these issues it is 
important to compare relative levels of 
endorsement of the three ingredients 

ranging from strongly disagree to strongly 
agree, the average scores on measures of 
grudge and excuse are in the middle. This 
indicates that there are about as many 
people who agree as there are those who 
disagree that, for example, the west is bad, 
or that condoning violence may be OK. 

However, the average score for nastiness 
is close to the ‘strongly disagree’ point on 
the same scale. To be sure, there are some 
who approve of violence but, in general, 
most people don’t. How else could human 
societies function? The endorsement 
of criminalbehavior has to be low for 
our communities to survive. Although 
instances of violent crime are widely 
publicised and even a single case cannot 
be accepted, the reality is that in most of 
our cities the crime rate is relatively.

The Making of a 
Militant Extremist

44     THE MAKING OF A MILITANT EXTREMIST

My VView
Withh increasing 
repoorts of young
Austtralians being 
drawwn to Islamic 
Statte, Professor 
Lazaar Stankov from
ACUU’s Institute for 
Posittive Psychology
and Education takes
a loook at the causes  
of raadicalisation. 

as captured by strong endorsement of 
statements approving of violent acts, such
as “if violence does not solve problems, it is 
because there was not enough of it” or “our
enemy’s children are like scorpions – they 
need to be squashed before they grow up.”

The second is grudge, which can take 
two formsff . One is a direct reference to
the ‘west’, shown in statements such as 
“terrorism in the form of unfair torture
and execution without trial is carried
out daily by many western countries”. 
Another manifestation of grudge is a more 
generalised belief that aa the present-day aa
world is vile and miserable.

there are several forms of excuse, a 

people’s own mind of nasty and violent 
acts. In some cases it is with reference to a 
God or divine power, while in other cases
it is simply a belief in a just cause – such as 
“martyrdom is an act of a true believer in 
the cause, not an act of terrorism.”

These three components of the militant
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For additional flexibility, 
there are variations to the 
way perspectives shapes 
may be used.

To ensure angles are consistent 
always start with the artwork files. 

Perspective shapes
Usage principles
Variations

Call out for internal spreads

A light touch branding device where 
space is limited.

With a full colour panel for  copy heavy 
content

A header device for internal pages With a single image
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acu.edu.au

Lorem Ipsum
Consectetur sit amet officina hotma
Dolor Sit

Dolores
lorem sit 
eu amet
officina   

acu.edu.au

lorem ipsum eu
sit amet officia. 
Sed ut perspiciatis unde omnis iste natus error sit volup 
tatem accusantium doloremque laudantium, totam rem 
aperiam, eaque ipsa quae ab illo inventore veritatis et 
quasi architecto beatae vitae dicta sunt explicabo.

Sed ut perspi
ciatis unde
omnis istenat

acu.edu.au

Master
the selfie.
Master
selfless.
Sed ut perspiciatis unde omnis 
iste natus error sit volup tatem 
accusantium doloremque 
laudantium, totam rem aperiam, 
eaque ipsa quae ab illo.

It’s not
how
you look.

It’s
what
you see.

acu.edu.au

Proud to be the Gold Sponsor of
the 2016 ASEACCU Conference dolor sit amet

consequat et
amet officia.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit, sed 
do eiusmod tempor incididunt 
ut labore et dolore magna 
tempor incididunt ut labore .
Sed ut perspiciatis unde omnis iste natus 
error sit volup tatem accusantium eus 
doloremque laudantium, totam rem sit 
aperiam, eaque ipsa quae ab illo inventore 
veritatis et quasi architecto beatae vitae.

Lorem
ipsum sit
color etsi
consetat
et amet

LOREM IPSUM
DOLOR SIT AMET
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tetur amet
ei motem.
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The world
changes the
way you see.
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Sed ut perspiciatis unde omnis iste natus 
error sit volup tatem accusantium sit amet 
doloremque laudantium

Sed ut perspi 
ciatis unde omis.

Lorem ipsum
dolor sit amet
consectetur
officina eusno

acu.edu.au

Ipsum 
amet 
dolor 
conse.

Sit 
amet
dolor 
ipsum

acu.edu.au
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We wish all 
pilgrims a safe
and blessed
journey on your
WYD pilgrimage.

The two perspectives shape negative 
space be scaled to the correct 
percentage of the short edge for 
each application format.

To avoid visual complexity,the 
brandmark should never appear next 
to an area of white negative space.

The headline device should be made 
up of two shapes of equal height.

When extending or contracting the 
headline device, ensure the recommended 
sizes for each format is adhered to.

XThe application should
be divided half way.

Solid versions of the call out
perspective shape should be
reserved for use in internal layouts. 

The two perspectives shape should 
never be used in conjunction with 
the call out box. 

The two perspectives shape should 
not be distorted.

The extra height and width headline 
device should not appear left aligned 
and the brandmark should not appear 
in the centre of an application.

The call out shape should follow 
the scaling principles stated in 
this guideline.

The call out perspective box should 
never be rotated or flipped.

sit eno
consect

ipsum

Angles must always
horizontally align.
A l l

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet
consectetur officina quasi.

Sed ut perspiciatis unde iste 
natus error sit volup tatem 
accusantium doloremque 
laudantium, totam rem dolor.
Sed ut perspiciatis unde omnis iste natus error
sit volup tatem accusantium doloremque amet 
laudantium, totam rem aperiam, eaque ipsa quae 
ab illo inventore veritatis et quasi architecto 
beatae vitae dicta sunt explicabo.
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Perspective shape
Incorrect use
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Pattern
 
 

Inspired by our creative 
platform of Different 
Perspectives = A Different 
World, our pattern 
is comprised of the 
negative space from our 
two perspectives shapes 
highlighting the impact of 
exploring the world from 
different perspectives.

While the perspectives shapes 
should be used wherever possible to 
lead communications, the pattern 
is used to create visual interest and 
help reinforce our brand either on 
internal or secondary pages, or where 
the perspectives shapes are not 
appropriate.
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Pantone® 485 CP   
C0  M95  Y100  K0
R242  G18  B12 
HTML F2120C

Pantone® 485 CP   
C0  M95  Y100  K0
R242  G18  B12 
HTML F2120C

 Pantone® P 46-8 C 
C0  M95  Y100  K20
R214 G31 B39 
HTML D61F27

 Pantone® P 46-8 C 
C0  M95  Y100  K20
R214 G31 B39 
HTML D61F27

PANTONE® 7620 CP
C0  M95  Y100  K30
R197 G32 B38 
HTML C52026

PANTONE® 7620 CP
C0  M95  Y100  K30
R197 G32 B38 
HTML C52026

Pantone® 403 CP   
C18  M21  Y27  K47
R140  G133  B123 
HTML 8C857B

C18  M21  Y27  K58
R127  G121  B112 
HTML 7F7970

C16  M19  Y24  K42
R151  G145  B136 
HTML 979188

Pantone® Warm Grey 1 CP   
C3  M3  Y6  K7
R232  G227  B219 
HTML E8E3DB

C2  M2  Y4  K5
R222  G218  B211
HTML DEDAD3

C3  M3  Y6  K13
R214  G211  B206 
HTML D6D3CE

Pantone® Black 7 CP   
C38  M35  Y33  K92
R61  G57  B53
HTML 3D3935

C38  M35  Y33  K82
R73  G69  B67
HTML 494543

C38  M35  Y33  K75
R86  G84  B82
HTML 565452
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Pattern
Colour reproduction
Variations

HERO

Primary

TONAL

Primary

Pantone® 2627 CP   
C85  M100  Y6  K38
R60  G16  B83 
HTML 3C1053

Pantone® 2627 CP   
C85  M100  Y6  K38
R60  G16  B83 
HTML 3C1053

Transitional
Vertical

Horizontal

PANTONE® 2617CP
C85  M100  Y0  K23
R72  G11  B107 
HTML 480B6B

PANTONE® 2617CP
C85  M100  Y0  K23
R72  G11  B107 
HTML 480B6B

Transitional

PANTONE® 266CP
C85  M100  Y6  K0
R84  G13  B130
HTML 540D82

PANTONE® 266CP
C85  M100  Y6  K0
R84  G13  B130
HTML 540D82
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I would like to extend a warm welcome to Australian 
Catholic University’s (ACU) Strathfield Campus.
The Campus spans several sites in Strathfield. It includes the majestic and historic 
Edmund Rice Building on the main Campus. In addition to our historic buildings, 
the Campus includes state-of-the-art facilities in the gymnasium and exercise 
science amenities in the Clancy Building. The McGlade Gallery on the Strathfield 
Campus provides all students the opportunity to view both internal student 
exhibitions and a number of highly acclaimed external exhibitions.

The University offers a free shuttle service from Strathfield train station for staff 
and students, and we are committed to providing alternative ’green’ travel options. 
Remember, how you get to Campus is important. It has an impact on our local 
communities, our environment and your own health, wellbeing and finances. Once 
you have arrived on Campus, you can enjoy a stimulating learning experience which 
is sustained by dedicated academic and professional staff. 

The Campus has its own cafeteria, Co-op Bookshop and ATM as well as a number of 
locations where students can use student computers. There are numerous spots to sit 
and relax and catch up with some study or friends in the beautiful historic grounds.

While students are able to enjoy this beautiful Campus, ACU is committed to 
the ongoing upgrade of facilities to ensure we are offering you an optimum study 
experience that caters to the rapidly evolving nature of higher education.

Professor Marea Nicholson 
Associate Vice-Chancellor
(NSW/ACT)

Welcome to Australian 
Catholic University

ACU Open Day is your opportunity to learn more 
about the University, our courses and campus life. 
It’s about what you want to see, the questions you 
want answered and experiencing the campus.

It’s your chance to speak with staff and students, 
learn more about courses, discover the campus and 
its facilities and have some fun too, with plenty of 
activities happening during the day.

Ugiatetu scipic test fugia quatem. Emquidit lab in et ex excesequid etur, 
cusdandit laut ent derchil idi nita quid mil inullat. Dia volecti bearum 
voles maximpe duciur as a conet quo con eosam sunt aut laboaque. 

It’s an all-
new Open 
Day at ACU  
and you’re 
invited.

Download the ACU 
Open Day App 
The ACU Open Day app 
is available on iPhone, 
Android and other devices. 
It allows you to shape your 
own Open Day experience, 
get questions answered, 
connect with student 
ambassadors and more.

You’ll also find maps and 
event information to help 
you navigate your way 
around campus. Use the 
app on the day with our free 
WiFi network.

PLAN  
YOUR  
DAY

What’s on
Campus and facility 
tours available

Make sure  
you check out:

TAKE A  
CAMPUS TOUR
leaving from the 
Campus Tour Tent

GET INVOLVED
in an activity,  
demo or simulation

TALK  
ONE-ON-ONE
with experts at  
the Info Expo

FIND OUT
stories from other 
students on campus

2  OPEN DAY 2017 PROGRAM

TIME DESCRIPTION LOCATION

Every 30 
minutes 
from 9am

General Campus Tours
Get an insider’s view on life at ACU 
by touring the campus with a current 
student. The guided tours will highlight 
key locations for students, and your guide 
will share their stories and experiences 
along the way.

Campus Tour Tent:
Campus courtyard

10.30am  
& 12.30pm

Health Sciences Facilities Tour
Take a tour with health sciences students 
as they show you the high-tech facilities 
andequipment they use in class.

Campus Tour Tent:
Campus courtyard

11.30am Psychology Facilities Tour
Take a tour of the facilities and resources 
available in the state-of-the-art, purpose-
built psychology and counselling clinic.

Campus Tour Tent:
Campus courtyard

12.40pm Student Accommodation Shuttle Bus
Take the free shuttle to see ACU Student 
Accommodation, Camperdown – ACU’s 
newest accommodation, located in the 
heart of Sydney’s largest student hub.
This shuttle service immediately follows 
the 12.15pm ACU student accommodation
information session.

Shuttle bus stop 
near Start Here 
tent.

Ugiate
cusdan
voles m

W
Ca
to

TIME

Every
minu
from 

10.30
& 12.3

11.30

12.40

acu.edu.au

A place where
people go places Today’s leaders.

Tomorrow’s laggers.

FIND OUT HOW
Derfer auctu vena, et viris contessena, consum ina, sus. 
morunte, considere prei tem ompriore qui factem ta con 
ublist ius esse tum perissi lintem supio ublicul esultiae 
aritrum intus hum imus in Italin tuam, coenit graetilius 
comnihilius inatquit. At verei temus condeo, num pultiaet  
num hincla neque que aciisquemquo nimorum ac intrit 
ocupimurius ca nonsulatiam sedienatiam it.

acu.edu.au
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Pattern
Usage principles

Patterns are available either 
as hero or tonal colour, 
in both a primary format 
and versions available for 
transitioning from pattern to 
flat colour. 

The pattern may be used full bleed  
or cropped. 

HERO

The hero versions of the pattern are 
used for high impact communications.

Primary
The primary version of the hero 
pattern is used full bleed or cropped. 
It may also be used to transition either 
from the pattern to Sand or from solid 
colour to an image. 

When being used to transition, 
elements may be removed as 
appropriate to the layout.

Transitional
The transitional version of the hero 
pattern is used to transition from a 
Red pattern to a Purple Pattern and 
then to solid Purple. The solid area 
of Purple provides a clear space for 
application of the brandmark when 
required. Elements may be removed as 
appropriate to the layout.

TONAL

The tonal versions of the pattern 
are used for add depth to areas of 
otherwise flat colour. They may be 
overlaid with text.

Primary
The primary version of the tonal 
pattern is used full bleed or cropped.

Transitional
The transitional version of the tonal 
pattern is used to transition from the 
pattern to solid colour. 

HERO

Primary

Transitional

TONAL

Primary

Transitional
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General Activities 
and Sessions

TIME DESCRIPTION LOCATION

All day Start Here Tent
Complete your details, grab a bag and program and you’ll be on your way!

Marquee near  
ACU entrance

Information Tent
Need help or directions on the day? Head to the Information Tent.

Marquees:
• Campus courtyard
• Front of the Edward 

Clancy Building

Course Expo
Talk one-on-one with experts from the following academic, administration  
and support areas:
• ACU courses:
• business, law, psychology, counselling, social work
• exercise science
• Indigenous education, primary and secondary education, early childhood 

education, inclusive education and disability studies, religious education  
theology and philosophy

• arts and arts dual degrees

611.G.06  
(Gleeson Atrium)
Building 640  
(Edward Clancy  
Building) Courtyard
Building 612: Gleeson 
Atrium, Level 1, Foyer
612.1.02 & 03  
Building 612.CR1
612.1.01

Student Services and Support Expo
• ACU Student Accommodation
• ACU International: Study on exchange
• Campus Ministry
• Cross-campus information: Studying at the North Sydney and Strathfield 

campuses
• Discover the activities, skills and support that make life at ACU fulfilling and fun
• Early Achievers’ Program
• Yalbalinga Indigenous Higher Education Unit

Marquee:  
Campus courtyard

ACU Exercise Lifestyle Clinic
The Exercise Lifestyle Clinic is a state-of-the-art facility designed to provide  
a safe and effective exercise environment for staff and students.

640.G.25-26 
(Edward  
Clancy Building)

ACU Graduates
Chat to the Alumni Relations team about opportunities for our graduates  
and how the 85,000+ ACU graduates are making their mark on the world.

611.G.06  
(Gleeson Atrium)

Chapel
Explore ACU’s Barron Memorial Chapel, which opened in 1925,  
and take a moment to reflect on your day.

610.G.03 
(Barron  
Memorial Chapel)

Co-op Bookshop
Browse the extensive range of general reading books, textbooks and  
giftware available. Ask about the exclusive member discounts!

600.G.37

Library
Explore the ACU Library and talk to the team there about resources and  
services available to students.

600.G.37

Postgraduate Studies
Speak with our Postgraduate Manager about options for further study at ACU.

611.G.06  
(Gleeson Atrium)

Sporting Opportunities for Students
Discover the range of social and competitive sporting opportunities available to 
students through ACU’s Health, Sport and Wellbeing area. Ask our staff about the 
Elite Athlete and Performer Program, and how ACU can help you balance study 
and your sporting or performance career.

Marquee:  
Campus courtyard

Parents and Partners
TIME DESCRIPTION LOCATION

9.20am  
& 1pm  
(20 mins)

Start Here Tent
Complete your details, grab a bag and program and you’ll be on your way!

601.G.40

9.40am  
and 1.20pm 
(20 mins)

Information Tent
Need help or directions on the day? Head to the Information Tent.

601.G.40

11.30am  
(15 mins)

Developments and Plans For Acu 
Hear about the exciting plans and developments for future students from our 
Associate Vice-Chancellor (VNSW/ACT) Professor Marea Nicholson.
Parent and Partner Panel on all things ACU
Have all your questions answered about the transition to university by our 
dedicated parent and partner panel.

612.G.01  
(Gleeson Auditorium)

12.15pm  
(20 mins)

Fees and Scholarships
Find out about the course fee structure and the range of scholarships and bursaries 
available to ACU students.

601.G.40

12.30pm  
(20 mins)

Student Support Services and Resources
Learn about the services and resources available to help you succeed with your 
studies.

612.G.01  
(Gleeson Auditorium)

TIME DESCRIPTION LOCATION

All day Student Association
Visit the Mount Saint Mary Student Association and discover how they support, 
advocate and represent the student body, as well as coordinate social and 
recreational activities.

Marquee:  
Campus courtyard

AskACU
Visit AskACU for help with admissions, scholarships, fees, HELP loans, 
enrolments, exams and much more.

613.G.18

Places to Visit
D Block
• Pottery and ceramics room
• Primary science lab
• Early childhood room
McGlade Art Gallery
Library and Mac Lab
Edward Clancy Building
• Exercise Lifestyle Clinic
• Exercise physiology lab
• Textile lab

605.G.01
605.G.01
614.G.05
603.G.01
606.G.02 &  
Building 602
640.G.25-26  
(Edward 
Clancy Building)
640.1.27  
(Edward  
Clancy Building)
640.G.40  
(Edward Clancy 
Building)

HOW TO READ ROOM NUMBERS
Room example: 1.02 (Level, Room) è Level 1, Room 02

TEACHING AND 
EDUCATION
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Change
the way
you see
the world.

acu.edu.au

 The world 
 changes the
 way you see.

Change 
the way 
you see 

the world.

True success lies in helping others succeed. 
Discover how seeing life through another’s eyes 
empowers you to make a career of change.
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General Activities 
and Sessions

TIME DESCRIPTION LOCATION

All day Start Here Tent
Complete your details, grab a bag and program and you’ll be on your way!

Marquee near 
ACU entrance

Information Tent
Need help or directions on the day? Head to the Information Tent.

Marquees:
• Campus courtyard
• Front of the Edward 

Clancy Building

Course Expo
Talk one-on-one with experts from the following academic, administration 
and support areas:
• ACU courses:
• business, law, psychology, counselling, social work
• exercise science
• Indigenous education, primary and secondary education, early childhood

education, inclusive education and disability studies, religious education
theology and philosophy

• arts and arts dual degrees

611.G.06 
(Gleeson Atrium)
Building 640 
(Edward Clancy 
Building) Courtyard
Building 612: Gleeson 
Atrium, Level 1, Foyer
612.1.02 & 03 
Building 612.CR1
612.1.01

Student Services and Support Expo
• ACU Student Accommodation
• ACU International: Study on exchange
• Campus Ministry
• Cross-campus information: Studying at the North Sydney and Strathfield 

campuses
• Discover the activities, skills and support that make life at ACU fulfilling and fun
• Early Achievers’ Program
• Yalbalinga Indigenous Higher Education Unit

Marquee: 
Campus courtyard

ACU Exercise Lifestyle Clinic
The Exercise Lifestyle Clinic is a state-of-the-art facility designed to provide 
a safe and effective exercise environment for staff and students.

640.G.25-26
(Edward 
Clancy Building)

ACU Graduates
Chat to the Alumni Relations team about opportunities for our graduates  
and how the 85,000+ ACU graduates are making their mark on the world.

611.G.06 
(Gleeson Atrium)

Chapel
Explore ACU’s Barron Memorial Chapel, which opened in 1925,  
and take a moment to reflect on your day.

610.G.03
(Barron  
Memorial Chapel)

Co-op Bookshop
Browse the extensive range of general reading books, textbooks and 
giftware available. Ask about the exclusive member discounts!

600.G.37

Library
Explore the ACU Library and talk to the team there about resources and  
services available to students.

600.G.37

Postgraduate Studies
Speak with our Postgraduate Manager about options for further study at ACU.

611.G.06 
(Gleeson Atrium)

Sporting Opportunities for Students
Discover the range of social and competitive sporting opportunities available to 
students through ACU’s Health, Sport and Wellbeing area. Ask our staff about the 
Elite Athlete and Performer Program, and how ACU can help you balance study 
and your sporting or performance career.

Marquee: 
Campus courtyard

arents and Partners
E DESCRIPTION LOCATION

am  
m  

mins)

Start Here Tent
Complete your details, grab a bag and program and you’ll be on your way!

601.G.40

am 
1.20pm 
mins)

Information Tent
Need help or directions on the day? Head to the Information Tent.

601.G.40

0am 
mins)

Developments and Plans For Acu 
Hear about the exciting plans and developments for future students from our 
Associate Vice-Chancellor (VNSW/ACT) Professor Marea Nicholson.
Parent and Partner Panel on all things ACU
Have all your questions answered about the transition to university by our
dedicated parent and partner panel.

612.G.01 
(Gleeson Auditorium)

pm  
mins)

Fees and Scholarships
Find out about the course fee structure and the range of scholarships and bursaries 
available to ACU students.

601.G.40

0pm 
mins)

Student Support Services and Resources
Learn about the services and resources available to help you succeed with your 
studies.

612.G.01 
(Gleeson Auditorium)

E DESCRIPTION LOCATION

ay Student Association
Visit the Mount Saint Mary Student Association and discover how they support,
advocate and represent the student body, as well as coordinate social and 
recreational activities.

Marquee:
Campus courtyard

AskACU
Visit AskACU for help with admissions, scholarships, fees, HELP loans, 
enrolments, exams and much more.

613.G.18

Places to Visit
D Block
• Pottery and ceramics room
• Primary science lab
• Early childhood room
McGlade Art Gallery
Library and Mac Lab
Edward Clancy Building
• Exercise Lifestyle Clinic
• Exercise physiology lab
• Textile lab

605.G.01
605.G.01
614.G.05
603.G.01
606.G.02 & 
Building 602
640.G.25-26
(Edward
Clancy Building)
640.1.27 
(Edward
Clancy Building)
640.G.40 
(Edward Clancy 
Building)
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Pattern
Incorrect use

Tonal patterns should not be used as a background 
for motion graphics.

When combined with an image, the hero pattern 
should be arranged in a way that best complements the 
composition of an image.

Patterns should never appear as a wallpaper behind 
design elements such as tables, images etc.

Patterns should never appear within the perspective shapes. Type 
may only be overlaid when it is large and legible. The brandmark 
should never appear over the pattern. 

Tonal transitional patterns should never be mixed with other 
colours from the ACU colour palette.

Patterns should never be used to hold images. Text should 
only be contained within the solid areas of tonal transitional 
patterns, and not be overlaid.


